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ABSTRACT 

By using the Erdés-Ko-Rado theorem for the association scheme of bilinear 
forms, we completely classify the first distributed sets of H,(n, d). 

1. Introduction 

Let x = (X, {R;}4, ) be a symmetric association scheme and R* = VoLWiL 
... Vg be the orthogonal decomposition of R*, the vector space generated 

' by the elements of X over the field of real numbers R, with each V; being 

the maximal common eigenspace of the adjacency matrices of x. A vector 

w € R* is said to be a general vector if and only if < w,z ># 0 for all x 

in X. For i, 1 <i < d, we define the i-th distribution invariant Vt;(x) as 

Vti(x) = min, |{e € X |w E Vi, <w,x >> 0 and w general}|. Let w be 
a general vector for which |{z € X |< w,z >> 0}| = Vt,(x). Then the set 
{xz € X |< w, x > > 0} is called the ith distributed set. Several papers have 
appeared on distribution invariants since it was introduced in [2]. 

In this paper we classify all the first distributed sets in the association 

scheme of bilinear forms. We show that each first distributed set is an 

intersecting family in the sense of Erdés-Ko-Rado, and then we use Huang’s |
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work [5] to establish the classification. In the process we also show that the 

first distribution invariant of H,(n,d) is a) . 

2. Association scheme of bilinear forms 

Let X be the collection of all d x n matrices over the finite field GF(q), 

where d and n are positive integers with d < n. Define R; = {({y,z) € 

X x X | rank(y — z) = i}. Then x = (X,{Ri}“,) becomes a symmetric 
association scheme. Indeed, it is a distance regular graph. It is called the 

association scheme of bilinear forms or the generalized Hamming scheme 

and is denoted by H,(n,d). Let RX = Vol...1LV4 be its associated vector 

space, where Vy) =< (1,1,...,1) >. 

First we will provide a nice structure for V,. Let H be a vector space of 

dimension n+d over GF(q) and W be a fixed subspace of H of dimension n. 

Let X; = {A| AC H is an i-space and ANW = {0}}. Then (Xa, Xa-1, 2) 

becomes a semilinear incidence structure. Any incidence structure isomor- 

phic to 7 = (Xa, Xa-1,2) is called an (n,q,d)-attenuated space. Ray- 

Chaudhuri and Sprague have shown ((9], page 6) that H,(n,d) is isomor- 

phic to the adjacency graph of 7. From now onwards we will take H,(n, d) 

as the adjacency graph of (Xqg, Xa-1, 2). 

Now let M,q be the matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by 

the elements of Xz and X, respectively, and (x,y) entry of Mig is 1 if 

x > y and 0 otherwise. Let U, be the row space of M,q. Then by using long 

but routine calculations one can show that U,; ~ VoLV,, where V, is the 

first eigenspace of H,(n,d). Similar calculations are done for q-analogue of 

the Johnson scheme in [8]. Hence from the definition of Miz, we see that 

Vi = {(@u)vex, | Lex, dv = 0}. Therefore, a vector w = (ay )yex, in Vi is 

a general vector if and only if oyex,04 av # 0 for all A € Xq. Since the 

row space U, contains the vector indexed by a projective point v which has 

q™4-)) entries equal to zero, the orthogonal projection of such a vector into 

the space V; has g*(4-)) positive and g"4 — g™‘4")) negative entries, so that 
the first distribution invariant of H,,(n,d) is less than or egual to gt . 

Theorem. The first distribution invariant of H,(n,d) is 4) . Further 

Y C H,(n, 4d) is a first distributed set if and only if there exists a projective 

point v which is contained in all the elements of Y.
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Proof. Let w = (a,)yex, in Vi be a general vector. Let D= {A € X, | 

ee xiNA ay < 0} 

Claim. |D| < g™4 — qr). 

Suppose |D| > g"¢ — g”(4). Then count the number of pairs (A, A) 
where A is a W-complement d-spread of H and A is an element of D 

which is contained in A. The reader is referred to [7] for the definition 

and existence of W-complement d-spreads. We claim that D must contain 

a W-complement d-spread of H. Suppose not. Then for any d-dimensional 

subspace A contained in D, the number of such pairs (A, A) involving A is 

equal to the number of W-complement d-spreads of H containing A and this 

number is independent of A. Let ¢ denote the total number of pairs (A, A), 

and let r denote the number of W-complement d-spreads of H containing A. 

Then oe 

t= |D|r (1) 

On the otherhand, since we have assumed that there does not exist a 

W-complement d-spread of H consisting of d-subspaces only from D, we 

must have 

t < ( number of W complement d-spreads of H in total) (g7— 1). (2) 

Let s = number of W-complement d-spreads of H in total. From (1) & (2) 
we see that |D| < (s/r)(q” — 1). But notice that 

8 numb. of d-dim. subspaces in W qt 
  

r numb. of d-dim. subspaces in a W-complement d-spread ~ g" 

Therefore, ID] £. gi — gr , a contradiction. Therefore, D must 

contain a W-complement d-spread V. This implies 0 = 27 e x, dw = 

acy (ve XINA ay) < 0 a contradiction again. Therefore, our assump- 

tion that |D| > g™4 — q4-» is not true. ie. |D| < g77 — g(dD . When 
|D| = q"4 — q"(*-) , we must have equality in (2) which clearly implies that 

each W-complement d-spread must contain precisely one A € X,q not from 

D, i.e. Myex,0a Av > 0. This implies that for any two A,B € Xq\D, dim 

(AN B) > 1 since otherwise they would be contained in a W-complement 

d-spread. Thus the set of all A € Xg with 2)" exn4 Gy > 0 is an intersecting 
family in the sense of Erdés-Ko—Rado (see [5]). Now the last part of the 

theorem follows from the work of Huang [5] on the Erdés~Ko—Rado theorem 
for the association scheme of bilinear forms. m
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Remark. Since H,(n,d) carries the structure of an abelian group, from 

the definition and theorem 4 of [3] and theorem 6.3 of [4] the following can 

be deduced: For any t with 1 < ¢ < d, there exists a {1,2,...,t}-design X 

of size |X| = q™ and consequently for the distribution numbers in the sum 

of the eigenspaces V; 1 ....1V, we have a lower bound of 

LH nan 
Ix| : 

By using a construction similar to the one preceding the statement of the 

theorem, we can get Viti. (H,(n,d)) = qr. 
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